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Abstract-Reliability
data point to rather high test-retest correlations
(20.65) for VHF data with
four- and live-letter words as stimuli, but replicate previous findings that the first test score correlates
poorly with later test scores. The same results are obtained for accuracy and latency data. though
small differences
exist. All laterality
indices lead to the same conclusions
and have high
intercorrelations.
The point-biserial correlation coefficientis. however. a slightly more reliable index
of naming latency than the mere difference between LVF and RVF. No such superiority is found for
the indices based on accuracy data. The results also point to the need to present a sufficient number of
stimuli before firm conclusions can be drawn.

INTRODUCTION
DESPITE thirty years of intensive research it still is rather difficult to set up a visual recognition
task for determining
cerebral dominance, a variable that is of interest in clinical as well as in
experimental
settings. One reason for this is the lack of reliability data, as stressed by
MCKEEVER
[lS] in 1986 and still true. Another reason is that most studies involve a
comparison
of groups, providing little data about individual
performances
and therefore
little information
about which standards to use for assessment.
With respect to the first problem, FENNELL et al. [8] were the first to investigate the
reliability of accuracy data in a visual half-field (VHF) task. They assessed the test-retest
stability of a sequential letter pairs task, in which four different letter pairs were presented
sequentially, each pair exposed for 300 msec. One letter of each pair appeared at the fixation
point and the other appeared in the Left Visual Field (LVF) or Right Visual Field (RVF).
Subjects reported all letters at fixation before the lateralized letters. Subjects were tested
weekly over a 4-week period. It was found that LVF- and RVF-score had a significant
test-retest
reliability between days 2 and 3, 2 and 4, and 3 and 4 (Pearson correlations
ranging from 0.55 to 0.86). No significant correlation was found between the first day scores
and later day scores. A similar analysis of left-handed
subjects showed comparable
but
slightly lower reliability data [9, 12, but see 73. Grant [IO] assessed test-retest reliability for
the recognition offour-letter
words in 1 l-year-old children. Subjects were tested twice within
3 days. Pearson correlations
of 0.14 and 0.82 were obtained for poor and good readers
respectively. Performance
reliability also differed between boys and girls. ROSZKOWSKI and
SNELBECKER[19] investigated
the temporal stability of the chimeric face technique in 14year-old children for two test sessions 1 month apart. A stable VHF superiority was found in
67% of the subjects. The typical LVF bias was more reliable than the unusual RVF bias.
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MCKEEVER [ 151, finally, reported split-half correlations of LVF minus RVF latencies (msec)
for his Object Naming Latency task and Colour Naming Latency task. A coefficient of 0.48
was found for Object Naming and 0.76 for Colour Naming. Ninety-six percent of the subjects
showed a consistent half-field superiority over the halves in the Colour Naming Latency test.
against 74% for the Object Naming Latency test.
The second problem for setting up a VHF task that assesses cerebral dominance
in
individuals
has to do with the lack of standards in current literature. At first, things seem
rather simple: subjects who show an atypical visual field superiority (e.g. LVF superiority for
verbal stimuli, RVF superiority for clock reading or face recognition)
are classified as right
cerebral dominant, the others as left cerebral dominant.
However, a closer look reveals some
major difficulties with this strategy. First, VHF tasks generally yield an estimate of about
30% right hemisphere
dominance
in right-handed
subjects,
whereas more invasive
techniques as the Wada test yield estimates of only about 3% [233. It has been argued that
the difference may be due to the fact that invasive and non-invasive
assessments
of
lateralization
address different processing mechanisms
[2], but a conclusive proof for this
statement has yet to be given. Second. there may be a difference in the number of subjects
showing an atypical visual field superiority according to the task administered.
Studies with
words typically show a greater RVF advantage than studies with other stimuli, and studies
with long words, a greater RVF advantage than studies with short words [27]. There has
been a long debate about whether these differences are due to a difference in hemispheric
specialization
or to other factors such as reading habits, directional scanning or visual acuity
[S, 11, 13, 21, 27, 281. Third, as the reliability studies mentioned
above indicate, there are
rather low test-retest
correlations
in VHF tasks. This means that subjects showing an
atypical superiority pattern in one session need not show the same pattern in subsequent
sessions, leaving us with the question what criterion to use. Fourth, tachistoscopic
studies
result in two dependent variables: response accuracy and reaction latency. Which one is to be
used, or can they provide converging evidence, as BABKOFF and FAUST [I] hold?
In what follows, we will mainly be concerned with the reliability of a particular VHF task
for determining
cerebral dominance
using words as stimuli. The question of standards for
assessment will be dealt with elsewhere [6]. As will becomeclear,
the VHF task can only yield
reliable results if one is willing to invest a fair amount ofenergy. Efforts have been made to use
equipment available in most experimental
and clinical settings. As it turned out, the minimal
requirement only is a microcomputer
with text mode processing and two “software screens”.

METHOD
Subjects

Fourteen male subjects participated on a voluntary basis. Three of them were the first author (right-handed) and
two research assistants (left-handed):
the other subjects were psychology
undergraduate
students. Half of the
subjects had strong right hand. right foot. right ear, and right eye preferences as measured with POKA(and COKW‘S
questionnaire
[lS]. the other half had strong left preferences for the same activities.
Srimuli

The stimulus pool consIsted of a sample of 100 four-letter words (Dutch) and 100 five-letter words. Nouns. verbs.
adjectives and function words were mixed to get a sample of the total language corpus [25]. The four-letter words
consisted of three types: (a) high frequency words (mean frequency=
1335/270 000), (b) low frequency words that
only diRered from the high frequency words by the first letter (/= 15/270 000). and (c)low frequency words that only
differed from the high frequency words by the last letter (j= 1l/270 000). The five-letter words conslsted of higher
frequency
(.1=303 ‘270 000) and lower frequency
words (,f=55/270 000). The main aim of the frequency
manipulation
was lo see whether word-beginning
and word-end have a diKerent weight in the LVF and the RVF.
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This IS tmportant because one ofthe criticisms against VHF studies with words is that the RVF is favoured for more
reasons than just laterality. It is said that the begmning of a word contains more information than the end. and that.
therefore, the RVF is additionally
favoured because in the RVF the word-beginning
lies nearer to the fixation
location than in the LVF [S. 11, 13. 21. 27. 281. Therefore. words that are prone to be misguessed on the basis of
either the first or the last letter were included. This manipulation
was not possible for the five-letter words. Word
frequency per se was not expected to have a significant effect. because it failed to affect the results in prior studies [ 16.
271 and the words in this study all w’ere presented more than once (see the following).
Apparatus

and procedure

Stimulus presention was controlled by an IBM XT microcomputer,
programmed
to present a random sample
from the four- or the five-letter word pool left offixation and the remaining words right offixation. The adv’antage of
the procedure was that no prediction could be made as to which side a particular word would appear. This was
important
because all words were presented five times. Two disadvantages
of the procedure were: (a) that the
number of stimuli presented on one side changed slightly from one session to the other. though still remaining close
to 50% left and 50% right. and (b) that the number of times a specific word was presented in the left or right field
could vary between 0 and 5. The first disadvantage
was corrected by taking the proportion ofcorrect answers instead
of the absolute number. The second disadvantage
will be coped within the Results section. Chances of having zero
presentations
on one side were 2132.
Stimuli were presented in lower case letters for 140 msec in such a way that all RVF words (four-letter words as
well as five-letter words) began six letter positions from fixation location. and all LVF words ended SIX letter
positions from fixation location. The four-letter words had a length of 12.2 mm. the five-letter words a length of
15.3 mm. Subjects sat about 40 cm away from the screen (there were no head restraints), so that stimulus width w’as
1.75~ for the four-letter words, and 2.20’ for the five-letter words. The distance betvveen fixation location and
beginning of a word in RVF or end of a word in LVF also was 2.20’. Screen persistence of the CRT display was
circumvented
by displaying a one-sided mask that consisted of 4 or 5 ASCII codes 178 (#) immediately after the
stimulus. Stimulus luminance amounted to 24 cd/m’ (measured with a Minolta NT-I for the mask) agamst a screen
of 3 cd/m*. The mask remained until the subject finished the response.
Series of four- and five-letter words were alternated.
Four right-handed
and three left-handed subjects started
with a four-letter series. the remaining with a five-letter series. Stimuli were randomly presented to the left and to the
right of fixation to minimize expectancy and hemispace effects 131. A trial consisted of a delay period randomly
ranging from 2000 to 3000 msec, a warning signal of 150 msec, a second delay period of 750 msec. stimulus
presentation
for 140 msec. and mask presentation.
The fixation mark (ASCII code 92. ‘_‘) remained visible
throughout.
Subjects were instructed to report as rapidly as possible the word that had been presented. Naming
latency was registered with the use of a voice trigger connected to the game port. If the subjects did not recognize thr
word. they were encouraged to guess or to report the letters they had seen. The experimenter keyed in the response
(visible for the subject on the screen) and asked whether he had understood the answer correctly. Thereafter. mask
and answer disappeared
and a new trial began.
In order to further ensure that the subjects really fixated the fixation mark, after a random number of trtals
(varying between 0 and 9) a random digit instead of a new stimulus was presented above the fixation mark for
60 msec. followed by a mask (ASCII 178). Subjects had to name the digit. If they made a mistake. they were warned
by a tone. The expertmenter told them that more than 10% of errors made the series invalid. It took the subjects on
an average two series before the criterion of less than 10% was reached. Though there was no digit to he named on
each trial, the strategy made the subjects very alert to look at the fixation mark on all trials.
A series of 100 words and about 20 digits took about 20 min to complete. At the beginning of the experiment.
subjects were told how to use the microphone
and what stimuli would be presented. They then were given two
sample trials. After each series. subjects got feedback about their mean reaction time for the correct answers. the
number of mistakes they had made. and the number of data which had to be dropped out because of “technical
problems”. The latter was an index of outliers (see Results). Subjects finished five replications of the four- and the
five-letter series. This took about 4 hr. divided among two or three sessions (depending on the time the subjects
could free themselves from courses and other activities) within a period of at least 3 days and at most l week.

RESULTS
Accuracy

data

A 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 ANOVA including one between (Handedness)
and three within-subjects
(VHF, Wordlength.
and Series) variables was calculated on the proportion correct answers.
The variables Handedness.
Wordlength
and VHF were fixed, the variable Series random.
The quasi F-ratios needed for the analysis were determined
according to Cochran and
calculated with the use of a program by WOLACH and MCHALE [26].
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main effects were significant:
VHF (LVF =0.48. RVF=0.76;
F (1. 12)= 54.40.
), Wordlength (four-letter words = 0.67. five-letter words = 0.58; F (1. 1 I ) = 33.3.
P < 0.001 ), and Series (first series = 0.55. second = 0.62, third = 0.62. fourth = 0.67. and
fifth =0.67; F (4. 48)= 16.45, P<O.OOOl). A significant
Wordlength
x VHF interaction
emerged because the accuracy of the five-letter words was lower than the accuracy of the
four-letter words in the LVF and equal in the RVF (four-LVF = 0.56. hve-LVF = 0.41. fourRVF = 0.77, five-RVF =0.76; F (1, 13) = 11.62. P < 0.01). This interaction
changed slightly
during the different replications
giving rise to a significant
Wordlength
x VHF x Series
interaction
(F(4,48)=2.85.
PcO.05).Overall accuracy ranged from 0.45 to 0.81 ov’er
subjects.
Percentage correct responses are usually transformed
in a so called “laterality index” in
order to assess cerebral asymmetry. The simplest of these indices is the difference (rl) between
the RVF and LVF score. However. because the d index is quite vulnerable to ceiling and floor
effects, a number of “better” indices have been proposed. They include (a) the difference score
to the corrected total (d,), (b) the percentage ofcorrect responses (POC),
(c)the
percentage of
errors (POE),
(d) the e index (e), (e) the phi coefficient (phi) and (f) the lambda index (L). All
the indices are listed in Table 1. For a more formal account of the indices and their
interrelations,
see BRYDEN [4] and SPROTT and BRYDEN [24]. Because d, and POC are linear
transformations
of each other [4], only d, will be considered further on.
Three

P<O.OOOl

Table 1. The different laterality indices based on accuracy data
and their computation.
PR stands for the probability
of a
correct response in the RVF, PL for the probability
of a
correct response in the LVF. R + and L + for the number of
correct responses in the RVF and LVF. and R - and L - for
the number of wrong responses in RVF and LVF
d

PR - PI.

do
POC

(P,-p,,,'(t(PK+P,.,,

POE

(I-P,.)I(‘-P,-P,,)

e

if(P,+PJIl
(P,-P,)(P,+P,)

P,,‘(PR+ P,.,

(PR - P,*)X - PR - P,~,
Phi

(P,-P,~),‘I(P,+P,)(z-P,-P,))‘,*

L

In (R+iR-)-In

if(P,+PJ>l

(L+/L-)

Before analysing what the individual indices reveal, it might be interesting to look at their
intercorrelations
over subjects. In what follows, intercorrelations
always are Spearman’s rho
coefficients [22]. We prefer this coefficient because it is linearly related to Kendall’s Ii’
coefficient which will be used further on (see SIEGEL [22]), and it involves fewer assumptions
than Pearson’s correlation
coefficient [22].*
Table 2 displays the correlations
between the mean indices for the four- and the five-letter
words. They range from 0.53 between d, and POE to 1.OObetween POE and e, which indicates

‘As a matter offact. all analyses have been done with three correlation coefficients: Spearman’x r/w, Kendall’s IUU.
and Pearson’s r. As a rule Kendall’s tau was slightly more conservative than Spearman’s r/w. and Pearson‘s r shghtly
less conservative.
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that all indices point to the same pattern of results. Correlations
may be lower, if the data are
not centered around 60% accuracy but are more extreme, because the different indices have
been suggested in particular to remedy Aoor and ceiling effects [4, 241.
ANOVAs with three factors (Handedness-fixed,
Wordlength-fixed.
and Series-random)
yielded a significant main effect of Wordlength
(P<O.Ol) for all indices. and a significant
interaction
between
Wordlength
and Series for d, d,. and pl~i (P<O.O5).
Further
examination,
however, showed that the interaction was more a matter of small fluctuations
and not of any significant difference in trend.
Of greater importance is the test-retest reliability of the different indices. Because of space
economy and clarity, we will not present full intercorrelation
matrices for every index. but
limit ourselves to three measures per index (see Table 3): a Kendall W reliability coefficient
for the four- and the five-letter words, and a rank correlation for the coherence between the
four- and the five-letter words. Kendall Wcoefficients [22] were calculated for the four-letter
and the five-letter words separately because ofthe significant difference between them. The II’
coefficient bears a linear relation to the average rho taken over all possible pairs of rankings.
Four things are to be noted in Table 3. First, all w’s for the four-letter words lie between
0.52 and 0.60. Second, the w’s for the five-letter words are higher and lie between 0.68 and
0.76. Third, the correlations
between the mean indices of the four- and the five-letter words
vary between 0.75 and 0.83. And finally, there is no convincing evidence for the superiority of
one index over the other.
Though the reliability coefficients are rather high, a closer look at the intercorrelation
matrices revealed that they are deflated because of the weak correlation
between the first
series and the other of the same length. If the first series are dropped out, all Wcoefficients of
the four-letter words increase with about 0.10 and range between 0.62 and 0.70 (P<O.OOl).
The M,‘coefficients for the five-letter words go up by about 0.12 and range between 0.79 and
0.88 (P < 0.0001). However, the correlation between four- and five-letter words drops from
about 0.78 to approx 0.50 (P<O.O5), except for the e index which remains at 0.75. This drop
is entirely due to the high intercorrelation
between the first four-letter series and the fiveletter series. The first five-letter series does not correlate significantly
with the four-letter
series, except with the first one. Intercorrelations
between the different laterality indices
remain roughly the same with or without the first series.
Two reasons can be invoked for the low correlation between the first and the subsequent
series. First. it could be hypothesized that the low coherence is due to a lack of practice. In
that case, the correlation
between the first four-letter series and the remaining series will be
higher for the subjects starting with a five-letter series than for the subjects starting with a
four-letter
series. Similarly.
the correlation
between the first five-letter series and the
remaining will be higher for the subjects starting with a four-letter series than for the subjects
starting with a five-letter series. Table 4, however, shows that this is not so. There is no
interaction
between the series started with and the correlation
between “first series” and
subsequent ones. Thus. the low correlation cannot be due to a lack of practice but probably is
caused by unfamiliarity
with the stimuli.
A last question we might ask about the reliability
of the accuracy data is whether
differences
in recognition
between different words influenced
the magnitude
of the
correlation coefficients. As mentioned in the method section, there were three different types
of four-letter words and two different types of five-letter words. Because the different word
types are likely to involve different recognition rates (see below), it might be that the random
assignment
of words to the LVF and RVF sometimes favours one half-field and then the
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Table 2. Spearman’s rank correlation
between the different laterality indices
(average per subject) based on accuracy data. Four-letter
words above the
diagonal and five-letter words below the diagonal

d
do
POE
e
Phi
L

d

do

POE

e

Phi

L

0.945
0.79:
0.84:
0.98 4
0.94 4

0.915

0.75:
0.53*

0.80:
0.59*
t.OOg

0.991;
0.90s
0.82:
0.863

0.865
0.72t
0.943
0.96s
0.9l$
-

0.64+
0.71f
0.899
0.84:

0.969
0x5:
0.92$

0.915
0.96s

0.99,”

*?I= 14. P<O.O5.
tP<o.OI.
:P<0.001.
#P<O.OOOl.

Table 3. Reliability of the laterality indxes based on
accuracy for the four-letter words and the five-letter words.
and Spearman’s rank correlation
between the sum of the
four-lettter words and the sum of the five-letter words.
First series included
Kendall’s W
Four letters
Five letters
d

0.55t
0.60t
0.54t
0.55t
0.53*
0.52%

d,
POE
e
Phi
L

Rho x.4x5

0.76:
0.75:
0.73:
0.68t
0.75:
0.70t

0.76t
0.79t
0.83t
0.79t
0.751
0.7W

*p<o.o1.
tP<o.ool.
:P<o.OOol

Table 4. The average rho between the L’s of the first and the four remainmg scr~cs.
and the average intercorrelation
between the L’s of the four remaining series (r/lo)
as a function of the series started with
Started with four letters
First series
Remainrng
Four letters
Five letters

0.25
0.19

0.25*
0.66

Started with five lcttcrs
First series
Remaining
0.62
0.60

*Lou correlation caused by the unstable pattern of the first author
and tebted the programs before taking parf in the experiment.
tP<o.05.

0.75t
0.77t
who had ~rlttcn

other and thus impairs test-retest stability. One way to assess this possibility is no longer
to consider each word as having an equal weight (namely l), but to take per subject the
average between the recognition rate in the LVF and the recognition
rate in the RVF as an
estimate of the recognizability
(recogn,) of a word (wi). By then dividing the sum of
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recogni x u’~of all correct answers by the sum of recogni x \vi of all presented words, we get an
estimate of accuracy corrected for overall recognizability.
The words that were presented
only in one half-field were left out of consideration.
The thus corrected accuracy data did not
yield better results than the uncorrected
ones. The reliability coefficients for the different
indices for the corrected data are quite similar to, and if anything, slightly lower than those
for the raw data. So, the random assignment of words to the LVF and RVF does not have
impact on the laterality indices derived from the accuracy data. Essentially the same picture
is obtained when the first series are left out of consideration.
To measure the effect of the different word types, a 2 x 3(2) x 2 x 5 ANOVA with one
between factor (Handedness)
and three within factors (Word type, VHF, and Series) was
calculated on the accuracy data of the four- and the five-letter words separately. Apart from
the effects already known (main effect of VHF and Series), the ANOVA of the four-words
yielded but two additional
significant effects: a main effect of Word type (accuracy high
frequency words=0.75,
low frequency words first letter=0.59,
low frequency words last
letter = 0.6 1, F (2, 24) = 39.3 17, P < 0.001 ), and an interaction between Word type and Series
(high frequency words = 0.69, 0.76, 0.73, 0.80, 0.78; low frequency words first letter =0.52,
0.57, 0.58, 0.65, 0.65; low frequency
words last letter=0.46,
0.59, 0.62. 0.68, 0.67;
F (8,96) = 2.975, P-c 0.01). The main effect of Word type is entirely due to the high frequency
words being better recognized than the low frequency words. The interaction
of Word type
and Series is mainly caused by the steeper increase of accuracy over time for the low
frequency words than for the high words.The ANOVA of the five-letter words yielded no
significant effects apart from the main effect of VHF and Series, probably
because the
difference in frequency was not so large as for the four-letter words. The absence of a
significant interaction
between Word type and VHF, or between Series and VHF indicates
that the RVF superiority
was not affected by factors such as experience and repetition
priming (Series), or word frequency and information distribution
within a word (Word type).
This was further confirmed by the absence of any significant effect in an ANOVA with
Handedness,
Word type, and Series as factors on the Lambda indices of the four- and the
five-letter words. Especially the absence of a Word type x VHF interaction for the four-letter
words is interesting, as it supports BRYDEN'S [S] statement that horizontal word display does
not affect RVF superiority. If indeed the word-beginning
is more visible in the RVF and the
word-end in the LVF, we would expect infrequent words ending like a frequent word to be
better recognized in the RVF, and infrequent words beginning like a frequent word to be
better recognized in the LVF. This is not the case. Actually, the data tend to go in the
opposite direction: low frequency words ending like a frequent word were better recognized
in the LVF than low frequency words beginning like a frequent word (0.5 1 against 0.48). and
worse in the RVF (0.68 against 0.73).
Latency, data
As for the accuracy data, a 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 ANOVA with one between factor (Handedness)
and three within factors (VHF, Wordlength,
and Series) was done on the latency data of the
correct trials. The factor Series again was random, the other factors fixed. A problem with the
reaction time data was that the subjects sometimes made noise when the stimulus was being
presented and thus triggered the timer before a voluntary reaction could have taken place.
There were also a few occasions on which a subject waited too long before giving an answer.
Though the answer was correct, these data distort the mean reaction time excessively.
Therefore. all reaction times smaller than 200 msec and larger than 2500 msec were dropped
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from the analysis. Mean number of outliers per series ranged from 0 to 2.3. Neither ANOVA
nor loglinear analysis are appropriate
to analyse the differences in the number of outliers
because the dependent variable is not continuous and the number ofobservations
per cell is too
small. Visual inspection. however. reveals that most outliers. not unexpectedly. were situated in
the first series of the four- and the five-letter words (mean 1.41 against 0.5 1 for the other series).
Two main effects and one interaction
of the ANOVA of reaction times were significant.
For the maineffects these were: VHF (LVF=769.
RVF=693:
F (1. 12)=34.93. P~O.0001).
and Series (first presentation
= 897. second = 73 1. third = 700, fourth = 687. fifth = 640:
F (4. 48)=22.58,
P<O.OOOl). The only interaction
that reached significance
w’as the
interaction
between
Wordlength
and VHF (four-LVF = 762. five-LVF = 776. fourRVF = 700. five-RVF = 686: F (1. 12) = 4.76. P < 0.05).
Because floor- and ceiling-effects are not so pervasive for reaction times as for accuracy
data, only a few laterality
indices have been proposed for reaction times. The m:tjor
distinction
which has been made is whether the variability of reaction times is inherent to
cerebral asymmetry or not. In the latter case, variability can be discarded and a difference
score (d) between the mean or the median time of LVF and RVF is appropriate.
If. however.
the variability is inherent to the nature of hemispheric differentiation.
as LEVY [14] holds. it
must be incorporated
in the laterality index. A way to do this is to calculate the correlation
between performance
on each trial and sensory half-field (dichotomized
as zero and one).
This yields a point-biserial
correlation (rph). related to the plri index ofthe accuracy data [ 141:
Vph=

RT,-

RT,
s

(PQ)’ 2

in which RT, and RT, stand for mean naming latency in LVF and RVF. P and Q for the
proportion
of stimuli presented to the LVF and RVF, and s for the standard deviation of all
stimuli presented.
The Spearman rank correlation between the average d (means) and r,,,, per subject was 0.68
(n = 14, P~0.01 ) and both indices yielded but one significant main effect in an ANOVA with
one between factor (Handedness-fixed)
and two within factors (Wordlength-fixed-.
and
Series-random).
The significant main effect concerned the factor Wordlength
(tl: four-letter
words = 62 msec. five-letter
words = 89 msec, F (1, 12) = 4.76. P < 0.05: rph: four-letter
words=0.16.
five-letter words=0.25.
F(1. 9)=5.52. P<O.O5).
The reliability of the two indices is tabulated in the first part of Table 5. The ll’cocflicicnts
of concordance
were significant only for the four-letter words, and were considerably
Ic>wer
than for the accuracy data. The correlation
between the four- and the five-letter words is
significant but higher for I’,,,,than for d. Similar, though slightly worse. results havje been
obtained
for the n index based on the median reaction time (corrected for outliers).
Reliability
and correlation
coefficients
all improve if the first series arc left out of
consideration,
as also can be seen in Table 5.
As for the accuracy data we might wonder whether the random assignment of words to the
LVF and RVF could have a detrimental effect on the reliability scores. It is well known that
naming
latency for words varies according
to factors such as word frequency
and
graphemeephoneme
regularities
[20]. So, if there are considerable
differences in naming
latencies for the words used in this experiment, the alternation
of words between LVF and
RVF may considerably
decrease test-retest stability. To test this possibility. an estimate of
naming latency for each word and each subject was obtained by taking the mean of the
naming latency for LVF presentation
and RVF presentations.
Words not recognized in one
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Table 5. Reliability of the laterality indices based on naming latency for the four-letter
words and the five-letter words. and Spearman’s rank correlation
between the sum of the
four-letter words and the sum of the five-letter words. Data with and without first series
Rave data

d
Tpb

d
rph

First series included
Kendall’s Ii’
Four letters
Five letters
0.27
0.44t
0.27
0.44t

Rho E4Z5
0.47*
0.64t

First series excluded
Kendall’s Ii’
Four letters
Five letters
0.43*
0.521
0.54t
0.49*

Rho 14x5
0.65t
0.70t

Data corrected for overall naming latency
First series excluded
First series included
Kendall’s N’
Kendall’s M’
Four letters
Five letters
Rho X4X5 Four letters
Five letters
Rho 24x5
0.54*
0.69t
0.42t
0.29
0.67t
0.44t
0.38:
0.5s*
0.63t
0.69:
0.41
0.50t

*P <0.05.
tIJ<o.o1.
:P<o.ool.

of the two visual fields were left out of consideration.
Once the mean naming latency was
determined
d and rPbwere calculated on the difference between the reaction times and the
mean latencies. The second part of Table 5 shows the results of the analysis.
Three things are noteworthy in comparing the two parts ofTable 5. First, reliability scores
for reaction times, just as for accuracy data, increase if the first series are excluded. Second.
contrary
to the accuracy
data. test-retest
stability
is contaminated
by the random
assignment
of stimulus words to LVF and RVF. And third, when irregularities
of first
presentations
and naming latency differences are partialled out. the I’~,,index appears to be
superior to the d index. The correlation
between d and rph remains the same after the
corrections (rho = 0.65, II = 14, P < 0.01) as before. As for the accuracy data, high reliability
indices for the four- and the five-letter words go along with rather low intercorrelation.
Whereas the low correlation
between the first and the subsequent series for the accuracy
data was mainly due to a lack of familiarity with the stimuli, Table 6 indicates that for the r,,,,
indices. both factors seem to contribute partially. The point-biserial
correlation
tends to be
higher for the “first series” presented
secondly,
but still remains
lower than the
intercorrelations
further on.
Table 6. The average rho between the r,,,, ‘s of the first and the four remaining series.
and the average intercorrelatton
between the rpb ‘s of the four remaining series (rho) as
a function of the series started with

Four letters
Fivje letters

Started with four letters
First series
Remaining
0.29
0.55
0.11
0.43

Started with five letters
First series
Remammg
0.62
0.74*
0.07
0.61

‘P<O.O5.

Word type did not have a significant influence as no effect involving it was significant in an
ANOVA employing the variables Handedness,
Word type, VHF, and Series. This was the
case for the four-letter words as well as for the five-letter words. The absence of a significant
VHF x Word type interaction
for the four-letter
words again supports
BRYDEN’S
[5]
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statement that, at least in our experiment and for the four-letter words. the horizontal displa)
of words was not the main factor in the RVF superiority
(high frequency
words:
LVF = 749 msec, RVF = 685 msec: low frequency
words first letter: LVF = 775 msec.
RVF = 706 msec; low frequency
words last letter: LVF = 777 msec. RVF = 715 msec:
F (2,24) = 0.052. P> 0.500). The same was found for the rph index. as for both word lengths
no effect reached significance in an ANOVA consisting of Handedness. Word type. and VHF.
The relatiorl between accuracy data and reaction times

To see whether accuracy data and reaction times lead to the same results. Spearman’s rank
correlations
between the lambda
index of the accuracy
data and the point-biserial
correlation of the reaction times are tabulated in Table 7. Correlations
were calculated on the
average indices per subject for the four-letter words, the five-letter words. and their sum. The
first series were not included. As could be expected, the correlation is highest for the sum of
the four- and the five-letter words. However, the overall picture shows that the accuracy data
of the four-letter words contribute very little to the correlation.
This agrees with the rather
low reliability scores of the four-letter words for accuracy.
Table 7. Spearman’s rank correlation
between lambda based on
accuracy and rpb based on naming latency. Data for the sum of
the four-letter series. the five-letter series, and their combination
First series not included. Naming latencies corrected for overall
naming latency

Act.

Naming
24
0.57*
0.55*
0.69+

latency
x5
0.57*
0.66t
0.65t

24x5
0.61*
0.76:
0.x1:

*p<o.o5.
?P<O.Ol.
:P<o.OOl

DISCUSSION
Reliability studies usually provide a mass of data (not all of which have been presented in
the Results section), certainly if the merit of different indices is to be investigated. This may
look a little bit confusing at the beginning, but a closer look reveals that they all point to the
same conclusions.
First. the study reveals that the first series of a visual half-field experiment
involves
strategies that, at least for the subject sample tested, seem to be unrelated to the strategies
used in later series. This agrees with FENNELL et al. [S, 91 and thus care must be taken to give
subjects sufficient practice before starting the real measurement
if a stable pattern of results is
to be obtained (e.g. for assessment). A discussion has arisen between MCKEEVER[IS] and
FENNELL er al. [S, 93 about whether the low correlation
between first and later series is due to
mere practice or to acquaintance
with the stimuli. If the former is true, the correlation
between the first four-letter series and the other should be lower for the subjects starting with
a four-letter series in our experiment than for the subjects starting with a five-letter series. The
same should be true for the correlation between first and subsequent five-letter series for the
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subjects starting with a five-letter series. As can be seen in Tables 4 and 6, only the reaction
time data give some support to McKeever’s practice hypothesis. The data are more in line
with FENNELL et al.‘s [S, 91 statement that it is unfamiliarity
with the stimuli that causes the
low intercorrelations.
In practice, this means that the series of words are best presented more
than once.
Accuracy and latency data lead to the same results and thus confirm BABK~FF and FAUST’S
[l] position. Both can be used to assess cerebral dominance, either apart or in combination.
However, some differences exist in our study. First, accuracy data are more reliable for fiveletter words than for four-letter words (see Tables 3 and 7). while this is not the case for the
reaction times (Tables 5 and 7). More data are needed to see whether this is a general finding
or simply a result of our stimulus pool. Second, contrary to the accuracy data. reaction times
are very susceptible to the random assignment ofwords with different naming latencies to the
LVF and RVF. Therefore, either a priori estimates of mean naming latency for each word
need to be collected, or the words must be presented in both VHFs in order to determine their
mean naming latency (see Table 5). The latter will be more difficult if recognition rate is low.
We did not obtain much evidence for the superiority of one laterality index based on the
accuracy data over the other (Table 3). Moreover, all laterality indices correlate very highly
(Table 2) and lead to practically the same results (see ANOVAs on the indices). Therefore,
the choice of index must be based on other criteria than reliability. Personally, we feel most
positively about SPR~TT and BRYDEN’S[4,24] lambda-index.
It correlates highest with all the
other indices (Table 2), is assumed to be unsusceptible
to floor- and ceiling-effects [4, 241,
and allows an analysis of each subject separately [6].
For naming latency, a superiority of the point-biserial
correlation over the mere difference
index is obtained when the first series are dropped out and the differences in naming latency
between the words are corrected for (Table 5). This supports LEVY’S[I43 dynamic model of
functional
hemispheric
differentiation,
which holds that at least part of the variation in
naming latencies is due to factors related to hemispheric differentiation,
such as general
activation,
attentional
focusing, and degree of distraction.
An additional advantage of the
point-biserial
index over the difference index is that it allows individual analysis just like the
lambda index [6].
Five-letter words, in agreement with the existing literature [27], yield larger asymmetry
indices than four-letter words. The results are unaffected by word frequency and information
distribution
across the word, at least in our experiment where stimulus presentation
was not
blocked. The only effect we obtain is that the recognition
rate drops as word frequency
becomes very low (see four-letter words). Things may be different for other variables. such as
word imageability
[ 16, 271.

CONCLUSION:

RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR

PRACTICAL

USE

Though
it is always a bit equivocal
to generalize
data from one study. some
recommendations
and precautions
may be formulated
on the base of the results just
presented. Hopefully, future experiments will make things more firm.
There is evidence that different processes and strategies are involved in the first and
subsequent
stimulus series. This implies that more than one series must be presented if a
stable asymmetry level is needed (e.g. for assessment or in case the experimenter
wants to
correlate cerebral asymmetry
with another variable).
It also seems that the difference
between the first and subsequent
stimulus series is not due to mere practice but to
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acquaintance
with the stimuli, so that the same or very similar stimulus series must be used.
Things may be different for group comparisons,
as no ANOVA yielded a VHF x Series
interaction.
Accuracy and naming latency lead to the same results. They can be used together and
provide converging evidence, but this is not a necessity. The study above, however, provides
some evidence that if accuracy is the major dependent variable, greater reliability is obtained
with five-letter words than with four-letter words, though further research may be needed to
make sure that the finding is not caused by the stimulus sample used. Word frequency does
not seem to have a great influence, so that the experimenter is rather free to chose the stimuli
as for this variable. The only thing to be kept in mind is that the accuracy drops as the stimuli
become too infrequent. To ensure that the horizontal display does not influence the RVF
superiority.
a manipulation
like the one used in this study can be incorporated.
An
alternative would be to use stimuli that can easily be guessed from the beginning or ending
letters, and to check whether there is a difference between the LVF and RVF. Other variables
have not been checked in this study.
Laterality indices based on naming latency are influenced by the choice of stimuli in the
LVF and RVF. This can be bypassed by prior experimentation
that ensures the equivalence
of the stimulus samples presented to the LVF and RVF. or by counterbalancing.
The latter
option will increase the variability and asks for a double presentation
of a series (left and
right) if individual assessment is needed. The need to control the stimuli that are presented to
a VHF, makes pure randomization
(with replacement) as used in this article less interesting.
A better way is first to categorize the stimuli according to the VHF in which they are to
appear. and then to permute the whole series in a random fashion (i.e. randomization
without replacement,
see [ 173). This will greatly simplify calculations.
The point-biserial
correlation coefficient was found to be a more reliable laterality index of
naming latency than the mere difference between LVF and RVF. No such superiority was
obtained for the indices based on accuracy data. However, because of its elegant statistical
properties, we would prefer the lambda index.
Finally, the whole points to the need to present a large number of stimuli to each subject.
The difference between the first and the subsequent series, the influence of word variables on
the indices based on naming latency, and the lack of complete reliability, all urge each
clinician and experimental psychologist to invest a fair amount ofenergy in a VHF study (i.e.
certainly more than one session of 100 stimuli per subject). Only then will the results be
embedded in sufficiently small confidence regions (see also [6]) and stable enough to be an
indication of the lateralization
of the subject.
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